TELECOMS VERSUS THE
TOOBZ: THE SOURCE OF
THE LEGAL TROUBLES
In this important piece on overbroad
surveillance programs under Presidents Bush and
Obama, the WaPo reveals that the program James
Comey almost resigned over in 2004 involved
sucking Internet metadata off telecom switches
owned by the telecoms.
Telephone metadata was not the issue
that sparked a rebellion at the Justice
Department, first by Jack Goldsmith of
the Office of Legal Counsel and then by
Comey, who was acting attorney general
because John D. Ashcroft was in
intensive care with acute gallstone
pancreatitis. It was Internet metadata.
At Bush’s direction, in orders prepared
by David Addington, the counsel to Vice
President Richard B. Cheney, the NSA had
been siphoning e-mail metadata and
technical records of Skype calls from
data links owned by AT&T, Sprint
and MCI, which later merged with
Verizon.
For reasons unspecified in the report,
Goldsmith and Comey became convinced
that Bush had no lawful authority to do
that.

This leads me to wonder whether legal leverage
from the Internet providers — rather than any
squeamishness about the law itself — caused the
conflict.
Remember, in the fight over retroactive immunity
in 2008, the industry group for the Internet
providers — including Microsoft, Yahoo, and
Google — argued against retroactive immunity.
The Computer & Communications Industry
Association (CCIA) strongly opposes S.

2248, the “FISA Amendments Act of 2007,”
as passed by the Senate on February 12,
2008. CCIA believes that this bill
should not provide retroactive immunity
to corporations that may have
participated in violations of federal
law. CCIA represents an industry that is
called upon for cooperation and
assistance in law enforcement. To act
with speed in times of crisis, our
industry needs clear rules, not vague
promises that the U.S. Government can be
relied upon to paper over Constitutional
transgressions after the fact.

Given the WaPo’s report, this amounts to a
demand that Congress allow the Internet
companies to hold the telecoms accountable for
helping the government seize their data.
As well they should have been able to. To a
degree, these companies compete, and in the name
of helping the government, the telecoms were
helping themselves to Internet suppliers crown
jewels.
Microsoft and Google versus AT&T and Verizon.
Now that would have been an amusing lawsuit to
watch. And probably a lot bigger worry for the
people who use all of them to spy on us peons
than we peons actually are.

